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Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council 

Dana Shigley, City Manager 
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ISUBJECT
 

Transit Study 

IRECOMMENDATIOl'J 

The City Clerk recommends that the City Council: 

Receive and file the Transit Study 

IFISCAL IMPACT
 

None. This study is being funded under a CDBG Planning & Technical Assistance grant. 

I BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 

In the established City Council 2009-2011 Priorities List, Item No. S includes conducting a 
transit needs study. On September 1S, 2009, the Council adopted Resolution No. 09-86 
approving the submittal of a Community Development Block Grant program (CDBG) 
Planning and Technical Assistance grant application, for the purpose of conducting a transit 
needs study, and on May 12, 2010, the City was awarded a 2009 Planning & Technical 
Assistance (PTA) grant to conduct a transit needs study. 
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Staff issued a request for proposals and a contract was awarded to LSC Transportation 
Consultants, Inc. (LSC). LSC staff has been working closely with City staff while conducting 
the study and are now ready to present the study to the City Council. 

A copy of the Transit Study is attached to this staff report for your review and comments. 
Gordon Shaw and Genevieve Evans from LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc. (LSC) will 
give an overview of the study and answer any questions you might have. 

The report is broken down into the following categories: 

•	 Existing Transit Services 
•	 Peer Transit System Cost and Ridership Review 
•	 Evaluation of Unmet Needs and Service Efficiency 
•	 Transit Alternatives 
•	 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Per our consultant's recommendation, the City of Anderson will be able to maintain the 
most cost efficiency for public transportation by remaining a member of the Redding Area 
Bus Authority Joint Powers Authority and continuing to provide public transportation to 
our citizenry through the method currently being utilized. Although this report is lengthy, 
the Council may want to particularly note the cost comparisons on page 45. 

A review of the Transit Study reveals that: 
•	 The need for transit service exists and elimination of transit services is not feasible. 
•	 We are currently providing for the transit needs of our citizens at a reasonable cost. 
•	 To withdraw from the Redding Area Bus Authority Joint Powers Authority (RABA 

JPA) and attempt to provide public transportation to our citizenry on our own 
would be expensive, requiring additional Transportation Development Act (TDA) 
funds and possibly a substantial contribution from the general fund. 

•	 Adding a local route to service citizens within the city limits, in addition to the 
existing RABA fixed Route 9, would result in a significant cost increase for Anderson. 

After reviewing the Transit Study, I recommend that the City Council receive and file the 
Transit Study and continue to participate in the RABA JPA with no changes to our current 
operation. 

ATTACHMENTS
 

1. Transit Study 

I COpy 

Brian Crane, Public Works Director, City of Redding 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Transportation considerations playa key role in the quality of life provided by any community. 
Access to social services and medical services, employment opportunities, educational resources 
and basic necessities are topics of universal concern, as they have a strong impact on the 
economy, ease of movement, and quality of life for the residents of an area. In addition to 
providing mobility to residents without easy access to a private automobile, transit services can 
provide a wide range of economic development and environmental benefits. However, it is 
important that transit services be productive, and be provided in the most cost-effective means 
possible 

The City of Anderson is currently part of the Redding Area Bus Authority (RABA), ajoint 
powers agency which provides public transit services for the City of Redding, City of Shasta 
Lake, City of Anderson and unincorporated parts of Shasta County. RABA's Route 9 provides 
fixed-route public transit connections both within the City of Anderson and to/from Redding. 
RABA's Dial-A-Ride (DAR) service is also available for Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) eligible passengers within three-quarter mile of the fixed route. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze performance of the existing transit services and to explore 
organizational options for the provision of public transit in the City of Anderson. In particular, 
this study assesses the current allocation of serv ices and costs to the City as a part of the overall 
RABA organization and explores alternatives to the current institutional arrangement. The 
following chapter provides a profile and performance analysis of all current transit service for the 
City of Anderson. Next, a comparison is provided with similar "peer" transit services in the 
region. The needs for transit service are next evaluated, followed by analysis of a wide range of 
service and institutional alternatives. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented. 
The overall study presents the City with the information and evaluation needed to make a clear 
and informed decision as to transit services that best serves the City and its residents. 
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Chapter 2 
EXISTING TRANSIT SERVICES 

Existing Transit Services 

Redding Area Bus Authority (RABA) 

The Redding Area Bus Authority (RABA) was originally formed in 1976 by a joint powers 
agreement between the County of Shasta and the City of Redding in order to provide public 
transit service to the greater Redding area. In 1997, the agreement was amended to include the 
City of Anderson, as well as the City of Shasta Lake. RABA is ajoint powers authority which is 
governed by an eight member board of representatives from the County Board of Supervisors 
and city councils. The City of Redding has five members and the County and Cities of Shasta 
Lake and Anderson each have one member. The RABA board meets once a month and is 
responsible for all duties associated with the provision of transit service, such as adoption of 
service changes and budgets. The Shasta County Regional Transportation Planning Agency 
(SCRTPA) is charged with the responsibility of allocating Transportation Development Act 
(TDA) funds (the primary source of funds for transit operations) to the county and cities. As part 
of the JPA, each city and the county authorized RABA to serve as its agent for the purpose of 
claiming TDA funds used for transit purposes. RABA contracts with a private firm for provision 
of transit services. At present, Veolia Transportation holds this contract. 

RABA's fixed route and demand response services are centered around the City of Redding with 
outlying routes that travel to the north as far as Shasta Dam Road in the City of Shasta Lake and 
as far south as Wal-Mart in the City of Anderson. RABA also operates a commuter route 
between Redding and Burney. Figure I presents a map ofal! RABA transit services, while 
Figure 2 focuses on public transit services available in the City of Anderson. The individual 
RABA services are described below. 

Fixed Route 

As shown in Figure 1, RABA offers the following 11 fixed routes: 

•	 Route 1: Hourly service between the Masonic Avenue Transfer Facility and the City of 
Shasta Lake. 

•	 Route 2: Hourly service for the western portion of Redding with stops serving Shasta High 
School and Mercy Medical Center. 

•	 Route 3: Hourly service to southern Redding, including Social Services. 

•	 Route 4: Begins and ends at the Canby Road Transfer Facility and serves several commercial 
school facilities on an hourly basis. 

•	 Route 5: Hourly service to eastern portions of Redding south of State Route 44. 

City ofAnderson Transit Study 
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FIGURE 1 
RASA System Map 
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FIGURE 2 
RABA Services in Anderson 
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•	 Route 6: Hourly service to the Hilltop Center, Wal-Mart, and the Victor Avenue corridor 
including Kids Kingdom. 

•	 Route 7: Half-hourly service during peak hours with hourly service otherwise between the 
Masonic Avenue Transfer Facility, Simpson University and Canby Road Transfer Facility. 

•	 Route 9: This route begins at the Anderson Wal-Mart at 6:30 AM and arrives at the 
Downtown Transit Center at 7:30 AM with major stops at the Gateway Shopping Center, at 
Canyon Road near the Win-River Casino, and Shasta County Social Services. Service is 
provided every two hours until 7:30 PM. As it operates along Balls Ferry Road, Stingy Lane, 
North Street, Silver Street, Briggs Street, and State Route 273, much of Anderson is currently 
within a quarter-mile walk of this route. 

•	 Route 11: Hourly service between the Downtown Transit Facility, City Hall and the Canby 
Transfer Facility. 

•	 Route 14: Travels between the Downtown Transit Facility, the Masonic Avenue Transfer 
Facility and the Canby Road Transfer Facility and returns the same route every hour. 

•	 Burney Express: Two round trips per day are provided between the Downtown Transfer 
Facility and the Town of Burney. 

The fixed route services are operated Monday through Friday from approximately 6:00 AM to 
7:00 PM, with Saturday service beginning three hours later. No service is operated on Sundays. 

As RABA has an expansive service area, a zone fare system is in effect. A zone fare system, 
allows passengers travelling short distance (within one zone, such as with Redding or within 
Anderson) to pay a lower fare than passengers travelling a longer distance (such as from 
Anderson to Redding) so that the fare more accurately represents the cost of the trip. Figure I 
depicts the three zones, which are generally Anderson, Redding and Shasta Lake. A base fare is 
charged for travel within one zone and an additional zone fare charge applies for travel to or 
through another zone. The regular base fare is $1.50 with a $0.75 zone change fare. A special 
base fare of$0.75 is available for persons over age 62 and disabled passengers, while the special 
zone fare is $0.40. For example, a general public passenger travelling from Anderson to Shasta 
Lake would pay the base fare of$1.50 plus two zone change fares of$0.75 each for a total of 
$3.00 for a one-way trip. RABA also offers monthly passes and punch cards in $10.00 
denominations. Monthly passes are available at different rates for regular, elderly/disabled, 
youth, Redding local, Redding - Shasta Lake and Redding - Anderson. 

Dial-A-Ride 

RABA offers curb to curb demand response service within a 3/4th-mile radius of the fixed route 
(not including the Burney Express) for ADA eligible passengers. This service area encompasses 
virtually all developed areas with the City of Anderson. There is an application process and 
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physician verification is required. Service is available from 6:30 AM to 7:30 PM Monday 
through Friday and from 9:30 AM to 7:30 PM on Saturdays. Trip reservations must be made 24 
hours in advance and can be made up to 14 days in advance. The base fare for a Dial-A-Ride 
one-way trip is $3.00 and the additional zone change fare is $1.50. 

Vehicles and Facilities 

Only one vehicle is required to operate RABA Route 9 during peak service. At present, a 1999 
and 2003 Phantom Gillig, owned by RABA, are primarily used for Route 9 operations. RABA 
has a fleet of23 vans used to operate the DAR service. All vehicles are wheelchair accessible. 
All RABA vehicles are stored at theRABA operations and maintenance facility located at 3333 
South Market Street in Redding. The facility includes several maintenance bays, fueling facility 
and a bus wash. Recent improvements to the facility include additional maintenance bays, 
parking areas for employees and the transit fleet, landscape features, and a vehicle vacuum area, 
as well as additional security measures such as fencing, automated gates, camera surveillance, 
and card lock employee entrances. 

Regional Connections 

Free transfers are available between RABA routes. RABA Route 9 has timed transfers at the 
Downtown Transit Center with Routes 2,3,5,6, II and 14 that allows for convenient service 
and facilities connections to much of the service area. Regional connections at the Downtown 
Transit Center are possible with Trinity Transit to Weaverville on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays (two round trips per day) and with Sage Stage to Alturas on Mondays and Fridays. There 
are no established transfer agreements between these agencies. Amtrak Thruway bus service 
connections to all Amtrak destinations are possible at the RABA Downtown Transit Center. The 
Greyhound Bus Terminal is also located at the RABA Downtown Transit Center. 

Operating Statistics 

Fixed Route Ridership 

In FY 2009-10, RABA fixed routes (excluding Burney) carried 654,684 one-way passenger trips. 
This ridership level represents a24 percent drop from the FY 2001-02 ridership of865,941, and 
a 4 percent drop from the FY 2005-06 ridership of 682,922. Route 9 represents approximately 
6.8 percent ofRABA systemwide ridership or 44,694 one-way passenger trips. Because of 
changes in the routes, it can be misleading to compare current with historic Route 9 ridership. In 
2006, Anderson was served by two routes (Anderson Express and Route 9), which combined 
one-way passenger trips totaling around 46,000. Existing ridership of 44,694 (on only one route) 
represents only a slight decrease of2.8 percent from FY 2006 levels. 

Table I presents monthly ridership on Route 9 for FY 2009-10. As shown in the table, there is 
only modest seasonal variation in ridership on Route 9. The greatest number of passenger-trips 
were recorded in October (4,432) and the fewest number of passenger-trips were recorded in 
November (3,349). 
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TABLE 1: RABA Route 9 Ridership by Month 
FY 2009-2010 

Month One-Way Passenger Trips 

July 3,818 

August 3,947 

September 4,193 

October 4,432 

November 3,349 

December 3,643 

January 3,441 

February 3,405 

March 4,008 

April 3,483 

May 3,216 

June 3,759 

Total 44,694 

Source: RASA 2010. 

A sample of daily ridership for one week in October and one week in March in 2009 was used to 
determine average daily ridership by day of the week. Table 2 demonstrates that Route 9 
ridership is fairly consistent during the work week with slighter greater ridership recorded during 
the middle of the week on Wednesday and Thursday (161 passenger-trips). Saturday average 
daily ridership (123 one-way passenger trips) is approximately 21.5 percent less than average 
weekday ridership of 156 one-way passenger trips. 

TABLE 2: RABA Route 9 - Ridership by Day of Week 

Average AverageAverage Daily Ridership 
Week Per 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total Weekday 

Route 9 156 152 161 161 153 123 903 156 

Proportion of 17.2% 16.8% 17.8% 17.8% 16.9% 13.6% 100.0% - 
Weekly Total
 

Note: Data from one week in October and one week in March 2009 were used as a sample to represent ridership.
 

Source: RABA. 

The same sample of ridership from October and March was used to determine ridership patterns 
by hour of day, as shown in Figure 3. Excluding Saturday ridership, the greatest number of 
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FIGURE 3: Route 9 Weekday Boardings by Hour 
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boardings occurred during the 5:00 PM hour (19 boardings), followed by 17 boardings during 
the 3:00 PM hour. The fewest number of boardings occurred at the end of the service day with 
only three boardings recorded during the 7:00 PM hour. 

Table 3 presents FY 2009-10 Route 9 ridership by passenger type. As shown, the passenger-type 
with the greatest number of boardings was general public one zone (10,281 or 23.0 percent), 
followed by senior/disabled one zone boardings (6,491 or 14.5 percent). These two categories 
include cash fare and punch cards only. Approximately 36.5 percent of total boardings represent 
seniors/disabled passengers. The table demonstrates that approximately 60 percent of one-way 
passenger-trips made with a cash fare or punch cards travel through "one zone" only while 40 
percent of boardings using cash fare or punch cards travel through multiple zones. In the monthly 
pass categories, 3,640 boardings occurred using a local Redding monthly pass while slightly 
fewer boardings (3,614) occurred using a Redding - Anderson monthly pass. A small number of 
boardings (282) occurred using a Redding - Shasta Lake monthly pass. These figures indicate 
that Route 9 serves a substantial number of local Redding trips in addition to passengers 
traveling between Anderson and Redding. RABA is currently in the process of conducting 
boarding and alighting surveys. To date, Route 9 surveys have not been completed. 

Dial-A-Ride Ridership 

The RABA Dial-A-Ride program carried 64,716 one-way passenger trips in FY 2009-10. A 
review of DAR driver sheets show that an average of 10.5 one-way passengers DAR trips begin 
or end in Anderson per weekday and an average of2 DAR trips begin or end in Anderson on a 
Saturday. This indicates annual ridership generated in Anderson of approximately 2,700 one-way 
passenger-trips per year. 

Service Quantities - Hours and Miles 

During FY 2009-10, a total of 544,194 vehicle service miles and 40,024 vehicle service hours 
were provided as part ofthe RABA fixed route (excluding Burney). The DAR service operated 
341,637 vehicle service miles and 22,975 vehicle service hours. Service quantities for Route 9 
specifically totaled 3,838 hours and 69,234 miles. 

Passenger Surveys 

As part of the Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) Update in 2007, the firm of Moore & Associates 
conducted an on-board survey and ride check analysis of all RABA routes in an effort to 
understand passenger characteristics and travel patterns. The following summarizes the results 
pertinent to this study: 

• The primary trip purpose for survey respondents was "work" and "personal business/other." 
• Nearly half of respondents ride RABA five or more times per week. 
• 61.7 percent of respondents are dependent on RABA for transportation. 
• Proportions for typical fare payment of respondents were cash (52.7 percent), monthly pass 

(32.0 percent) and punch card (15.3 percent). 
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TABLE 3: RABA Route 9 Monthly Ridership by Passenger Type 
FY2009-10 

One Zone Two Zones Month~ Pass 
eddlng-
Shasta 

Redding Redding- Lake 
General Senior General Senior Senior! Shasta Senior! 

Month Public Disabled Public Disabled Redding Disabled Lake Disabled 

July 844 561 699 359 62 220 0 6 

August 910 604 701 359 31 191 0 14 

September 1,037 727 779 374 42 216 1 24 

October 1,057 660 852 420 62 212 3 64 

November 734 545 568 299 73 163 3 44 

December 860 516 647 329 73 176 12 29 

January 758 442 577 297 110 296 10 16 

February 821 473 564 310 76 241 3 3 

March 937 512 699 348 129 307 11 11 

April 807 411 608 287 58 243 14 1 

May 726 466 489 261 52 258 6 3 

June 790 574 567 414 50 299 2 2 

Total 10,281 6,491 7,750 4,057 0 818 2,822 65 217 
% of Total 23.0% 14.5% 17.3% 9.1% 1.8% 6.3% 0.1% 0.5% 

Note 1 Other Includes youlh pass, promotional ticket, promotional day, aHendant. short fare, 

Source: City of Redding. 

Redding -
Anderson Social 

Redding - Senior! Services 
Anderson Disabled Transfer Ticket Other!l) Total 

124 241 325 124 253 3,818 

103 264 373 122 275 3,947 

5 301 408 107 172 4,193 

73 183 391 174 281 4,432 

53 191 276 153 247 3,349 

11 248 271 135 336 3,643 

79 210 316 139 191 3,441 

135 189 294 133 163 3,405 

67 291 384 81 231 4,008 

98 215 289 118 334 3,483 

65 160 285 96 349 3,216 

86 222 305 129 319 3,759 

899 2,715 3,917 1,511 3,151 44,694 
2.0% 6.1% 8.8% 3.4% 7.1% 100.0% 

'""" ~ -w 



RABA Cost Analysis 

Cost Allocation Model 

Existing RABA operating costs obtained from the RABA FY 2009-10 budgets were analyzed to 
assess those factors that impact cost levels. Each cost item is allocated to that quantity - vehicle 
service hour, vehicle service mile, vehicle or fixed costs - upon which it is most dependent. Fuel 
costs, for example, are allocated to vehicle service miles. When divided by the total quantity of 
service provided in FY 200911 0, a "cost equation" can be developed, as presented in Table 4. 

TABLE 4: RABA Cost Allocation Model- Fiscal Year 2009-10 
Based on Budget 

Line Item Total 

Personnel $349,290 
Security Contracts $38,000 
Professional Svs/Consultants $149,900 
Landscape Maintenance $25,000 
Vehicle Fuel/Lubricant $750,000 
Vehicle Repair/Maintenance $20,000 
Vehicle TireslTubes $74,680 
Vehicle Parts/Supplies $350,000 
Utility Expense $70,000 
Communication Expense $38,000 
Purchased Transportation $3,219,860 
Contract Services $15,000 
Printing Outside $28,000 
Operating Materials/Supplies $18,500 
Software Upgrades and Other Allowances $5,700 
Advertising/Promotions $21,260 
Books/Dues/Subscriptions $13,000 
Insurance Expense $62,000 
Building Repair/Maintenance $5,000 
Civic Center Rent $16,110 
City Interdepartmental Charges $186,070 
OWP - Travel Training, Ridership Analysis $105,020 

Total Expenditures $5,560,390 

Unit Quantities 

Cost Per Unit 

Source· City of Redding 2010-11 bUdget. 

This equation is: 

Vehicle Service Vehicle Service 
Miles Hours Fixed 

$349,290 
$38,000 

$149,900 
$25,000 

$750,000 

$20,000 
$74,680 
$350,000 

$70,000 
$38,000 

$1,527,860 $1,692,000 
$15,000 
$28,000 

$18,500 
$5,700 
$21,260 

$13,000 
$62,000 

$5,000 
$16,110 

$84,220 $101,850 
$105,020 

$1,194,680 $1,692,580 $2,673,130 

954,617 64,595 -
$1.25 $26.20 -

Operating Cost = $1.25. x annual vehicle service miles + 
$26.20 x annual vehicle service hours + 

$2,673,130 in annual fixed costs. 
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This equation can be used to estimate the cost of any changes in service, such as the operation of 
additional routes or changes in daily hours of operation. It is used in the alternatives analysis 
presented in Chapter 5 to evaluate the cost impacts of service alternatives. 

System Revenues 

The revenue sources required to support RABA's administration, operations and maintenance are 
drawn from a number of sources. As presented in Table 5, RABA received $10.9 million in 
revenues to pay for the capital and operating requirements in FY 2009-10. As shown, TDA 
revenues represent the largest funding source. As a note, the FY 2010-11 RABA budget includes 
a 4.6 percent reduction in operations funding requirements from the prior year as a result of 
personnel retirement and a reduction in fuel costs. As capital funding programs such as the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) expire, RABA projects a 40.7 decrease in 
transit capital funding in FY 2010-11. 

Capital Costs 

RABA's annual capital outlay totaled $5,376,785 in FY 2009-10. Capital expenses included 
improvements to the administration and maintenance facility in Redding, Downtown Transit 
Center improvements, passenger amenity improvements, acquisition of new vehicles, automatic 
vehicle locators, and security cameras. In the past, RABA capital improvements have been 
funded using Proposition IB, Federal Transit Administration (FTA), (ARRA) and Transportation 
Development Act (TDA) funds. 

TABLE 5: RABA Revenues, Fiscal Year 2009-10 

Fiscal Year 

Line Item # % of total 

Operating 

Passenger Fares $899,470 8.2% 

Other Transit Revenue (advertising) $45,000 0.4% 

Non-transit Revenue (interest, lease, misc.) $43,860 0.4% 

Shasta County - For Burney Express $82,300 0.8% 

Shasta County RTPA - Federal planning funds $92,975 0.9% 

TDA - Operating $3,479,686 31.8% 

FTA 5307 - Operating $917,099 8.4% 

Subtotal $5,560,390 50.8% 

Capital 

TDA - Capital $9,800 0.1% 

FTA 5307 - Capital $1,628,330 14.9% 

ARRA $1,653,888 15.1% 

Proposition 1B $2,084,767 19.1% 

Subtotal $5,376,785 49.2% 

Total RASA Revenue $10,937,175 

Source: RABA. 
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RABA Institutional Structure 

RABA was formed by a joint powers agreement between the County of Shasta, the City of 
Redding, City of Anderson and City of Shasta Lake. The 1997 agreement specified the RABA 
service area and provides the joint powers authority, RABA, with the following powers and 
duties: 

- Provide fixed route and demand response public transportation within the service area 
- Proved transit service outside of the service area through a separate service agreement 
- Adopt and implement fares 

Prepare and submit state and federal grant applications 
Adopt and administer an annual budget 
Finance capital equipment necessary to operate public transp0l1ation 
Maintain insurance and name each JPA member as an additional insured 
Incur debts, liabilities and obligations - the debt shall be that ofRABA, not other JPA 
members 
Construct, maintain or improve capital facilities such as a maintenance facility or rolling 
stock 
Acquire propel1y 
Sue or be sued 
Exercise power of eminent domain 

- Exercise all other powers of Government Code 6500 

City of Redding staff serves as legal counsel, treasurer, clerk, controller and finance officer and 
is reimbursed for these services with RABA operating funds. This staffing arrangement can be 
changed by a majority vote of the RABA board. Changes to RABA operating details and level of 
service require a majority vote of the members of the affected agency. With respect to TOA 
funding, each member remains a TOA claimant for its jurisdiction, while the agreement 
authorizes RABA to serve as the agent for each member for the purpose of claiming and 
receiving TOA allocations. 

The agreement can be terminated by the agreement of all paI1ies. Any member wishing to 
withdraw from the agreement must give 12 months notice. The remaining members must pay the 
withdrawing member the fair market value of its local share of RABA interest, based on the 
RTPA's funding population formula. However, if the remaining pal1ies elect to continue 
operating transit service in the withdrawing PaI1y's service area, that p0l1ion of the system's 
local share value will not be distributed. Any payment to a withdrawing agency should be paid in 
no more than 10 installments with accrued interest. 

All RABA vehicles are owned by RABA and have been purchased using FTA, Proposition 1B 
and ARRA funds. TOA funds allocated to each jurisdiction were used as the local match for the 
FTA capital grants. If the City of Anderson left the JPA, the amount of TOA capital match the 
city contributed to transit vehicle purchases would be owed to Anderson. The dollar amount 
would not likely be significant, as the vehicles have depreciated over time. 
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RABA Cost Allocation Methodology 

In order to study the implications of the City of Anderson withdrawing from RABA as a lPA 
member (or of changes to the allocation procedures), it is important to understand how existing 
RABA operating costs and TDA revenue are allocated to the City. 

On the revenue side, TDA Local Transportation Funds (LTF) funds (the primary funding source 
for RABA transit services) are allocated to the City of Anderson by SCRTPA based on the 
proportion of Anderson's population within Shasta County (coterminous with SCRTPA's 
jurisdiction). This allocation procedure is set by state law, and cannot be changed at the regional 
level. 

On the expenses side, total operating costs of the RABA service are allocated to each lPA 
member based on a formula that reflects the service hours and population within each 
jurisdiction: 

I.	 First the proportion of the City of Anderson's population to the total population within 
RABA's service area is determined. The City of Anderson currently represents 
approximately 9 percent of the population served by RABA. 

2.	 Next, the proportion of total daily fixed route vehicle service hours which are located within 
the City of Anderson (based on the city limits) is calculated using Global Positioning System 
technology. This figure is recalculated every time there is a change in the level of transit 
service and was calculated at 6.0 hours per day in FY 09/1 O. This is equivalent to 4.27 
percent ofRABA's total daily service hours. 

3.	 The population percentage and service-hour percentage are then weighted by 20 percent and 
80 percent respectively to develop weighted average share percentages for each jurisdiction. 

4.	 These percentages are multiplied by total costs to determine RABA operating costs allocated 
to each jurisdiction. 

This formula currently results in approximately 5.1 percent of total transit requirements 
(including RABA transit services, CTSA services, SCRTPA administration costs and other 
transit obligations such as Burney Express and lifeline service to rural Shasta County) being 
assigned to the City of Anderson. In FY 2009-10, costs allocated to Anderson totaled 
approximately $263,885. It is important to note that this methodology is not based on the 
quantity of DAR service provided within Anderson. 

TDA funds are also used to match federal funds for capital purchases such as new vehicles or 
upgrading passenger amenities. The same weighted average share percentage used to allocate 
operating costs is used to determine each jurisdiction's percentage of TOA funds used as the 
match for FTA 5307 funds. 
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Recent History of Transit Services in Anderson 

RABA fixed route service to the City of Anderson has varied over the last few years and has 
directly affected the City of Anderson's allocated costs for transit services. Prior to 2005, 
Anderson was served by one route similar to the existing Route 9, traveling between Wal-Mart 
and Redding with a small loop along Balls Ferry Road, Stingy Lane and North Street. The route 
was operated using two large transit coaches from approximately 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM, 
providing 90 minute headways, for a total of 19.5 vehicle service hours per day. 

In an effort to reduce overall RABA operating costs and to improve service to the City of 
Anderson residents, route modifications to Route 3, 9 and 12 were implemented in October of 
2005. Route 12 was eliminated while Route 3 was modified to serve portions of the old Route 9 
and 12. Route 9 was split into two routes: Anderson Local and Anderson Express. The Anderson 
Local route provided hourly service from 6:30 AM to 7:30 PM within the City of Anderson 
using one small van for a total of 13 daily vehicle service hours. The Anderson Express route 
operated five round trips per day on hourly headways between the Anderson Wal-Mart and the 
Downtown Transit Center in Redding, or five daily vehicle service hours. The two combined 
services totaled 18 daily vehicle service hours. 

Although the service changes reduced overall RABA operating costs by $106,800 annually, the 
proportion of the City of Anderson's share of transit operating costs increased dramatically. Prior 
to October of2005, the number of daily fixed route vehicle service hours located within the City 
of Anderson was calculated at 6.5 hours. With the Anderson Local/Anderson Express 
combination, the daily fixed route vehicle service hours within the City of Anderson totaled 14.5 
hours. This increased the City of Anderson's transit costs by roughly $262,000 annually, much 
more than the City had anticipated. Therefore, in 2007 the City of Anderson requested that 
transit service return to the level operated prior to October 2005. After collecting input from 
stakeholders and the public, the existing Route 9 was implemented. 

Human Service Agency Transportation 

The primary social service transportation provider for Shasta County is Shasta Senior Nutrition 
Programs (SSNP). SSNP is the designated Consolidated Transportation Services Agency 
(CTSA) for Shasta County. As such, SSNP is allocated five percent of LTF funds in exchange 
for providing important transportation services to elderly and disabled residents. Using a fleet of 
33 vehicles, SSNP provides transportation to nutrition programs, medical appointments and 
shopping centers for elderly residents of rural areas outside the DAR service area. SSNP Route 2 
provides demand response service between Redding and Anderson Monday through Friday from 
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM for a fare of$1.50 per one-way trip. Approximately 230 one-way 
passenger-trips are served each month. Passenger destinations include the adult day care center 
in Redding and Wal-Mart. SSNP clients using this service consists of persons that do not qualify 
for RABA DAR or those with trips outside the RABA service area. 

In addition to SSNP, various human service agencies and tribal organizations offer transportation 
for their clients to and from programs. Service areas of these providers often span several 
counties and are tailored to the needs of clients. Table 6 presents social services transportation 
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providers serving Shasta County obtained fi'om the Shasta County Coordinated Human Services 
Public Transportation Plan. 

Short-Range Transit Plan Recommendations 

Moore & Associates developed a five year Short-Range Transit Plan (SRTP) for RABA in 2007. 
At the time the plan was developed, Anderson was served by two routes: Route 9 which 
provided local service within the City of Anderson and the Anderson Express which connected 
Route 9 to the transit center in Redding. The plan recommended eliminating Route 9 and 
replacing it with a general public DAR. Anderson residents would be able to transfer from DAR 
to the Anderson Express Route at Wal-Mart. No significant changes were proposed for the 
Anderson Express Route. The SRTP recommendations were not implemented. Rather, the two 
fixed routes were combined into one fixed route (Route 9) which travels between Redding and 
Anderson, and ADA passengers are served by the RABA DAR. 
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TABLE 6: Human Services Transportation Providers in Anderson 

Organization 

[
IShasta Senior Nutrition Programs 

I .tar Northern Regional Center 

!Northern Valley Catholic Social Service - Mental health, 
~vocational and support services 

!Stillwater Learning Program - Provides rehabilitation 
services to disabled individuals 

Type of Service 

Demand response 

Client transportation 

Client transportation 

Client transportation 

Service Area/Clients Served Hours of Operation 

Shasta County· outside of DAR 
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM, 

occasional weekends 
service area 

and special events 

9 northern CA counties various 
, 

6 northern CA counties I various 

Anderson, Redding, Shasta 
various

Lake 

Fare 

$1.50 

none 

I none 

Funding 
through Shasta 

Health 

Ridership 

Route 2: 
233 pax/month 

5,400 

N/A 

N/A 

Equipment! 
Facilities 

1 vehicle for Route 
2 

Contract with 
Laidlaw 

3 vans and one 12 
pax bus 

5 vehicles 

'Shasta County Opportunity Center (Shasta County 
Department of Social Services) - Job transportation 

Shascade Community Services - Developmental 
disabilities 

Client transportation 

Client transportation 

Shasta County 

Central and southern Shasta 
County 

various 

7:00 AM - 4:00 PM 
Monday - Friday 

none 

none 

250 clients/day 

N/A 

18 vehicles 

16 vehicles 
I 

:R&M Meditrans Inc. - Medical transportation 

IPit River Health Services 
I 

Client transportation 

Tribaltransportation 

250 mile radius of Shasta 
County 

Shasta, Lassen, Modoc, 
Siskiyou 

I 

various 

various 

none 

NA 

N/A 

NA 

11 vehicles 

NA 

Redding Rancheria 
Tribal transportation 

demand response 
Local Native American 

Community 
various NA NA NA 

Source: Shasta County Coordinated Human SeNlces Public TranspOl1ation Plan. 2007. 



Chapter 3 
PEER TRANSIT SYSTEM COST AND RIDERSHIP REVIEW 

Peer Review 

As a basis by which to evaluate the current transit program serving Anderson, a peer review was 
conducted. Table 7 and Figures 4 through 6 compares operating data and performance indicators 
for RABA Route 9 to similar transit routes in California. This evaluation focused on public 
transit routes connecting nearby communities, rather than services within a single community. 
Peer transit routes were chosen based on population size and distance between cities served and 
the degree the transit route connects outlying communities to a larger community with necessary 
goods and services. The peer agencies reviewed consist of the following: 

-	 Butte County Transit's (B-line) Route 20 (Oroville to Chico) 
-	 B-Line Route 40 (Paradise to Chico) 
-	 Redwood Coast Transit's Route 10 (Crescent City - Klamath) 
-	 Guadalupe Transit (Guadalupe - Santa Maria) 

The population of the service area was obtained from California Department of Finance 2010 
estimates and represents the population for the primary cities/communities served by the route. 
Operating data for the peer agencies was obtained from transit planning documents and does not 
necessarily represent the same year for each route. The following outlines the results of the peer 
review analysis: 

•	 Base Fare per Mile - A review of the base fare per mile was performed using the
 
approximate mileage of a one-way trip and the base fare for a general public passenger
 
travelling from beginning to end of the route. The peer average base fare per mile was
 
$0.13. Route 9 had the highest base fare per mile of$0.17.
 

•	 Ridership - One-way passenger-trips recorded on Route 9 in FY 2009-10 (44,694) were 
below the peer average of 68,346 but significantly higher than ridership on the Crescent 
City to Klamath route (7,441). The Oroville to Chico route had the greatest number of one
way passenger trips (119,988). 

•	 Vehicle Service Hours - Service levels on the peer transit routes ranged from a low of 
1,405 vehicle service hours on the Crescent City to Klamath route to a high of 5, 124 vehicle 
hours on the Paradise to Chico route. Route 9 is just below the peer average of 4,302 
vehicle hours. 

•	 Operating Costs - The annual cost to operate Route 9 ($346,039) is greater than the peer 
average of $282,673 but not as high as the Oroville to Chico route ($435,120). As the 
Crescent City to Klamath service operates so few vehicle hours, operating costs for this 
service are quite low in comparison to the other routes ($37,410). 
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TABLE 7: Peer Cost and Ridership Analysis 

Route 
Length (One- Base Base Fare 

Transit Agency Type of Service Way MiJes) Farel') per Mile 

RASA - Route 9 Fixed Route 13 $2.25 $0.17 

B-Line Route 40 - Paradise to Chico(') Fixed Route 14 $1.80 $0.13 

B-Line Route 20 - Oroville to Chico(') Fixed Route 23 $1.80 $0.08 

Redwood Coast Transit Route 10

Crescent City to Klamath (3) Deviated Fixed Route 21 $2.00 $0.10 

Fixed Route, Demand 
Guadalupe Transit(4) Response 8.5 $1.50 $0.18 

Peer Average -- 16 $1.87 $0.13 

Note 1; CA Oepartmenl of Finance E-1 2010 estimated population tor primary cites served.
 

Nele 2: Based on 10 monlh average for FY 2007·08. Source: Transit Resource Center, B-Line Service Alternatives Worlcing Paper.
 

Note 3: FY 07-08 data Irom Del Norte Transit Developmenl Plan.
 

Note 4: North County Santa Barbara Transit Plan. 2006.
 

Note 5 General public one-way fare for trip along entire roule.
 

Annual 
Ridership 

Annual 
Vehicle 

Service-Hrs 

Annual 
Operating 

Cosls 

Population of 
Service Areal!) 

Ridership 
per Capita 

Ridership 
perVSH 

Cost per 
Psgr-Trip 

44,694 3,838 $346,039 102,387 0.44 11.65 $7.74 

71,160 5,124 $358,680 113,994 0.62 13.89 $5.04 

119,988 6,216 $435,120 102,371 1.17 19.30 $3.63 

7,441 1,405 $37,410 8,961 0.83 5.30 $5.03 

98,449 4,926 $236.116 98,846 1.00 19.99 $2.40 

68,346 4,302 $282,673 85,312 0.81 14.02 $4.77 



Figure 4: Peer Review - Ridership per Capita 
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Figure 5: Peer Review - Ridership per Vehicle Service Hours 
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Figure 6: Peer Review - Operating Cost Per One-way Passenger Trip 
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•	 Population - The combined population of Redding and Anderson is 102,387 and is similar 
to the combined populations of Paradise/Chico (113,994), Oroville/Chico (102,371) and 
Guadalupe/Santa Maria (98,846). The combined population of Crescent City and Klamath is 
much lower (8,961). 

•	 Ridership per Capita (Figure 4) - Route 9 one-way passenger trips divided by the 
populations of Redding and the City of Anderson equate to 0.44. This figure is lower than the 
peer average of 0.81. The Oroville to Chico route had the highest ridership per capita (1.17). 

•	 Ridership per Vehicle Hour (Figure 5) - Route 9 carries roughly 11.65 one-way passenger 
trips per vehicle service hour or slightly less than the peer average of 14.02 trips per hour. 
The Redwood Coast Transit routes were the least productive in terms of ridership per hour 
(5.3 and 3.3) while Guadalupe Transit was the most productive (19.9). 

•	 Operating Cost per Passenger-Trip (Figure 6) - Route 9's operating cost per one-way 
passenger-trip of$7.74 is well above the peer average of$4.78. The lowest cost per trip 
($2.40) occurred on Guadalupe Transit. 

Overall, Route 9 performed poorly relative to the other transit routes. Although Route 9's 
productivity or passenger-trips per hour are greater than the Crescent City to Klamath route and 
considered decent for a rural transit operator, the cost of providing Route 9 is higher in 
comparison to the other routes. Services levels can have an effect on transit ridership. Out of the 
peer agencies selected, only the Oroville/Chico and Guadalupe/Santa Maria routes generally 
provided hourly service. The Crescent City/Klamath route only operates two round trips per day 
while the remaining agencies more or less provide service every other hour. Consequently the 
Oroville/Chico and Guadalupe/Santa Maria had the highest ridership per capita and above the 
peer average. It should also be noted that B-line Route 20 and 40 have the benefit of a large 
transit ridership generator, Cal State Chico University. 
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Chapter 4 
EVALUATION OF UNMET NEEDS AND SERVICE EFFICIENCY 

This chapter first presents a review of the transit "unmet needs" process over recent years, 
followed by a review of existing transit service efficiency. 

Shasta County Regional Transportation Planning Agency Dnmet Transit 
Needs Process 

A portion of the total TDA allocation for all jurisdictions within Shasta County is directed 
towards non-transit or local streets and roads projects. According to California state law, prior to 
allocating TDA funds for streets and roads purposes, the SCRTPA must assess the unmet transit 
needs in the region. This process includes: (1) an annual "unmet transit needs" hearing to obtain 
public input, (2) consultation with the Social Services Transportation Advisory Committee 
(SSTAC), and (3) preparation and adoption by the SCRTPA Board of an Unmet Transit Needs 
Assessment and Findings. In its Unmet Transit Needs Assessment Report, SCTPA outlines the 
definition of an "unmet transit need" and an unmet transit need which is "reasonable to meet": 

"Transit or specialized transportation needs identified by the SSTAC and confirmed 
by the SCRTPA through testimony or reports, which are not yet implemented or 
funded. Transit or specialized transportation needs identified in the transit system's 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Paratransit Plan or Short Range Transit Plan, 
which are not yet implemented or funded. " 

A transit need does not include: 

•	 Minor operational improvements or changes such as bus stops, schedules, and minor
 
route changes.
 

•	 Improvements funded or scheduled for implementation in the next fiscal year. 
•	 Trips for any purpose outside of Shasta County. 
•	 Primary and secondary school transportation. 

SCRTPA's definition ofa transit need which is "reasonable to meet" was originally adopted in
 
December of2000:
 

"An identified unmet transit need shall be found "reasonable to meet" only under the 
following conditions: 

- It has been demonstrated to the satisfaction ofthe Board that transit service 
adequate to meet the unmet need can be operated with a subsidy not to exceed 80 
percent ofoperating cost in urbanized areas and 90 percent in non-urbanized 
areas. It must also have been demonstrated that fare revenues as defined in the 
State Controller's Uniform System ofAccounts and Records can recover the 
unsubsidizedportion ofoperating costs. The Cost Allocation Method is the 
method usedfor determiningfarebox ratio (see Appendix A). This table should be 
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used as a guide to determine costs to be allocated to any proposed new services. 
Transit service subsidy maximums may be determined on an individual route or 
service area, or an individual proposed route or service area basis. 

The proposed expenditure of TDA funds required to support the transit service 
does not exceed the authorized allocation ofthe claimant, consistent with Public 
Utilities Code Sections 99230, 99231.2 and TDA Regulations Sections 6649 and 
6655. 

The fact that an identified need can not fully be met based on available resources, 
however, shall not be the sole reason for finding that a transit need is not 
"reasonable to meet. " 

The proposed expenditure shall not be used to support or establish a service in 
direct competition with an existing private service or to provide 24 hour service. 

Where transit service is to be jointly funded by two or more of the local claimant 
jurisdictions, it shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction ofthe planning agency 
that the resulting interagency cost sharing is equitable. In determining whether 
the requiredfunding equity has been achieved the commission may consider, but 
is not limited to considering, whether or not the proposed cost sharingformula is 
acceptable to the affected claimants. 

Transit services designed or intended to address an unmet transit need shall, in 
all cases, make coordinated efforts with transit services currently provided, either 
publicly or privately. " 

For the previous three years, the following unmet transit needs which pertain to the City of 
Anderson have been addressed: Sunday service, longer service hours and changes to an 
Anderson Local/Anderson Express service. Using RABA's cost model shown in Appendix A, it 
was determined that Sunday service and expansion of service hours would not meet the farebox 
requirement. Not only would the proposed service expansions fail to meet "reasonable to meet" 
criteria, existing RABA services have not met the adopted farebox ratio requirement of 19 
percent for several years. 

Transit Needs for the City of Anderson 

Per Section 99401.5 of the Transportation Development Act, the consideration of unmet transit 
needs must include an assessment of the size and location of transit dependent groups in the 
region, an analysis of existing services in meeting transit demand generated by transit dependent 
groups and an analysis of potential alternatives to meet this demand. The FY 2010-11 Unmet 
Transit Needs report estimates that there is the potential for 424 one-way daily passenger trips to 
be generated from the two census tracts which compose the City of Anderson. Route 9 serves an 
average of 156 passenger-trips per weekday. 
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Per TDA law, LTF funds may not be allocated for local streets and roads purposes if there are 
unmet transit needs which are reasonable to meet. Given the decent level of ridership on Route 9, 
the fact that the majority of RABA passengers are transit dependent and nearly 40 percent of 
Route 9 passenger-trips are senior/disabled, completely eliminating public transit service in the 
City of Anderson would be seen as a failure to meet unmet transit needs that were reasonable to 
meet. Therefore, the City of Anderson would be required to provide some level of transit service. 
As the City of Anderson is located within the jurisdiction of SCRTPA, the city would be subject 
to SCRTPA's farebox ratio requirement of 19 percent even if it were not a member of the RABA 
JPA. 

RABA Performance Analysis 

SCRTPA has adopted a RABA systemwide farebox ratio threshold of 19 percent. The most 
recent SRTP for RABA prepared a financial and service plan which will help RABA services 
attain the 19 percent farebox requirement by FY 2014-15. SCRTPA approved temporary 
reductions in the minimum required fare box ratios based on the financial plan from FY 2008-09 
until FY 2014-15. The required farebox ratio by year for RABA systemwide is listed in Table 8. 
The amended farebox ratio requirement for FY 2009-10 is 16.2 percent; however, State 
Controller reports for this year indicate a systemwide farebox ratio of 15.18 percent. State 
Controller reports contain unaudited financial information, as the data is due to the State 
Controller prior to when RABA fiscal audits have been completed. It should be noted that the 
TDA required minimum farebox ratio for an urbanized area with a population of less than 
500,000 is 15 percent, but as allowed in the statutes, SCRTPA has set a higher standard. 

TABLE 8: SCRTPA Approved Minimum 
Farebox Return Ratio 

Fiscal Year Minimum Farebox Ratio 

2008/09 15.5% 

2009/10 16.2% 

2010/11 16.7% 

2011/12 17.3% 

2012113 17.9% 

2013/14 18.6% 

2014/15 19.0% 

Source: SCRTPA. 

Route 9 Performance Indicators 

Table 9 presents an overview of Route 9 operating data and performance indicators. Operating 
costs for Route 9 specifically were estimated using the RABA cost allocation model discussed 
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above. RABA's total annual fixed costs were allocated by the proportion of vehicle service hours 
and added to RABA's operating cost per vehicle service hour quantity to develop a combined 
(operating plus allocated fixed) per hour cost of$67.59. As shown in Table 9, operating costs for 
Route 9 in FY 2009-10 were $346,039. As RABA does not calculate fare revenue by route, fare 
revenue collected on Route 9 was estimated using the passenger boardings by type data 
presented in Table 3. As shown in Table 9, Route 9 fare revenue is estimated at $52,330. This 
corresponds with a farebox ratio (ratio of fare revenues to costs) of 15.12 percent and an average 
fare of $1.17 for Route 9 specifically. For comparison, farebox ratio for all ofRABA fixed 
routes combined was 16.42 percent and RABA DAR was 8.6 percent. The estimated operating 
cost per one-way passenger trip for Route 9 was $7.74. 

TABLE 9: RABA Route 9 Operating Data and
 
Performance Indicators
 

Fiscal Year 2009110
 

Annual Figures 

Operating Data
 

One-Way Passenger-Trips 44,694
 
Total Operating Cost(1) $346,039
 

Farebox Revenues $52,330
 

Subsidy Required $293,709
 

Vehicle Service Hours 3,838
 

Vehicle Service Miles 69,234
 

Performance Indicators
 

Average Fare $1.17
 

Farebox Recovery Ratio 15.12%
 

Operating Cost Per Trip $7.74
 

Subsidy Per Trip $6.57
 

Trips Per VSH 11.6
 

Trips Per VSM 0.65
 

Note 1: Including overhead costs, allocated to Route 9 based upon proportion of vehicle-
hours. 

Source: RABA 

Subtracting fare revenue from the total cost and dividing by the number of one-way passenger
trips yields the subsidy required per one-way passenger-trip. This performance measure is 
particularly important, as it directly compares the most significant public "input" (public subsidy 
funding) with the most significant "output" (one-way passenger-trips). The operating subsidy per 
passenger trip for Route 9 was $6.57 in FY 2009-10. 
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The passenger trips per vehicle service hour perfonnance indicator is a good measure of a transit 
system's productivity. Route 9 carried 11.6 passenger-trips per hour in FY 2009-10. A 
productivity ratio of 10 passenger-trips per hour is a good benchmark for a fixed route system. 
Another measure of service effectiveness is the number of one-way passenger-trips provided per 
vehicle service mile. Route 9 carried 0.65 passenger-trips per vehicle service mile. 

Comparison with SRTP Performance Standards 

The SRTP sets forth additional goals, objectives and performance measures for RABA fixed 
route and DAR services. Table 10 compares recommended operating standards with actual FY 
09/10 performance for RABA Route 9, RABA fixed routes (excluding the Burney service) and 
RABA DAR. Operating costs in Table 10 were estimated using the cost model shown in Table 4, 
which is based on the RABA FY 2009-10 budget. Fare revenue was obtained from RABA data 
and the State Controller reports. A review of this table indicates the following: 

•	 Neither the fixed routes nor DAR meet the operating cost per vehicle hour standard of $64 
and $56 per vehicle hour, respectively. 

•	 Route 9 has a higher operating cost per hour of $90.16 in comparison to all the fixed routes 
($84.91), reflecting the relatively high operating speed. 

•	 Similarly, operating cost per one-way passenger trip standards of $4.00 for fixed routes and 
$18.00 for DAR were not met. 

•	 Route 9's operating cost per trip of $7.74 is higher than that of all fixed routes combined 
($5.19). 

•	 The SRTP recommended a higher farebox ratio standard of20 percent for fixed routes and 
12 percent for DAR. The farebox ratio for all RABA fixed routes was 16.42 percent, Route 9 
was 15.12 percent and DAR was 8.6 percent. 

•	 Total RABA fixed routes exceeded the recommended passenger trip per vehicle service hour 
standard of 15.0 by 1.4 passenger-trips per hour. 

•	 When analyzed separately, Route 9 did not meet the standard with a productivity ratio of 
11.6. DAR also did not meet the productivity standard, as this service carried 2.8 passenger
trips per vehicle hour versus a standard of 3.0 passenger-trips per hour. 

•	 Similarly, RABA fixed routes exceeded the passenger per vehicle mile standard of 1.0; 
however Route 9 carried only 0.6 passenger-trips per mile. 

•	 The DAR service met the passenger-trip per vehicle mile standard of 0.2 trips per mile in FY 
2009-10. 

Overall, Route 9 does not attain standards, and performs less effectively than the average for all 
RABA fixed route services. This is not surprising given the relatively length of the route and 
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long sections of relatively low land use density. This review also indicates that operating costs 
have grown substantially beyond the levels reflected in the performance standards. 

TABLE 10: RABA SRTP Recommended Operating 
Performance Standards - FY 2009-2010 

Performance Measure/Service Standard Actual Performance 

Operating CosWehicle-Service Hour 
RASA Fixed Routes $64.00 $84.91 
RASA Route 9 $64.00 $90.16 
RASA DAR $56.00 $97.77 

Operating Cost/Passenger 
RASA Fixed Routes $4.00 $5.19 
RASA Route 9 $4.00 $7.74 
RASA DAR $18.00 $34.71 

Farebox Recovery 
RASA Fixed Routes 20.00% 16.42% 
RASA Route 9 20.00% 15.12% 
RASA DAR 12.00% 8.60% 

PassengersNehicle Service-Hour 
RASA Fixed Routes 15.0 16.4 
RASA Route 9 15.0 11.6 
RASA DAR 3.0 2.8 

PassengersNSM 
RASA Fixed Routes 1.0 1.2 
RASA Route 9 1.0 0.6 
RASA DAR 0.2 0.2 

Source: RABA SRTP, Moore & Associates, 2009, RABA 

Summary 

The following summarizes the findings of the City of Anderson Transit Study review of existing 
services: 

•	 Estimated operating costs for Route 9 in FY 2009-10 are approximately 6.2 percent of 
RABA systemwide operating costs (fixed routes, DAR and Burney Express). The City of 
Anderson's estimated share ofSCRTPA total transit expenditures is approximately 5.1 
percent. 

•	 The estimated allocated share oftotal transit operating costs charged to the City of Anderson 
in FY 2009-10 is $263,885, which is less than estimated Route 9 operating costs of $346,039. 
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•	 The cost allocation method used to divide total transit expenses between the various 
jurisdictions (which is based on actual service hours and population) seems appropriate, and 
is not putting an undue financial burden on the City of Anderson in comparison with that 
placed on the other jurisdictions participating in RABA. Of particular note, under the current 
methodology the City of Anderson is not being "charged" for Route 9 service north of the 
northern city limit, nor is it being "charged" for the substantial out-of-service miles and hours 
incurred by Route 9, which starts its service day at the Anderson Wal-Mart. It is also not 
being "charged" higher costs associated with DAR service, even though the longer average 
trip lengths needed to serve Anderson residents tend to make this service relatively costly. 

•	 The analysis of boardings by passenger-type (Table 3) indicated that Route 9 serves a 
significant number of Redding residents making local trips, as well as Anderson residents. 

•	 The effectiveness of Route 9 is relatively poor, in comparison both with other RABA routes 
as well as with similar peer services in other California communities. This may reflect in part 
the inherent unattractiveness of a service that operates only once every two hours, the low 
density of development along portions of the route corridor, and the relatively high fare per 
mile. 

•	 Although the City of Anderson's proportion ofRABA operating costs is not unreasonable, 
Route 9's actual operating costs were high in comparison to peers. This indicates the 
potential for costs savings by using a different operator. 

lfthe City of Anderson were to withdraw from the JPA, additional staff dedicated to transit at the 
City of Anderson would be required. This scenario is discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES 

Introduction 

This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the financial and staffing requirements of a 
reasonable range of alternatives for transit service, both regards to service design as well as the 
institutional setting for transit service. The alternatives presented below include an analysis of 
costs, resources necessary to implement the alternative (including capital equipment and cost of 
the service), ridership impacts, and expected fare revenues. A variety of individual transit service 
alternatives are first discussed. Next, the findings for the individual services used to identify 
overall cost and efficiency of different service alternative combinations are reviewed. These 
combinations are also evaluated under three different institutional scenarios: RABA operated, 
City of Anderson operated, and private contractor operated. 

Individual Transit Service Alternatives 

Some Anderson residents have expressed the need for increased service within the City of 
Anderson. As noted in Chapter 2, the city was served in the past by an Anderson Local fixed 
route and an Anderson Express which travels between the Anderson Wal-Mart and the 
Downtown Transit Center. Various versions of this scenario are revisited as alternatives for this 
study. In addition to the fixed route alternatives listed below, complementary paratransit service 
would be required per the Americans with Disabilities Act. Paratransit service can be either a 
demand response type of service (such as the RABA Dial-A-Ride) or allowable deviations off of 
the fixed route up to three-quarters of a mile for ADA eligible passengers. 

Anderson Express Alternative 

In order to connect Anderson residents to services in Redding in a shorter travel time, an 
"Anderson Express" route could be implemented. The Anderson Express service would have 
timed transfers with an "Anderson Local" local route at Wal-Mart beginning at 7:00 AM and 
ending at 7:00 PM. The Anderson Express would have limited stops: Wal-Mart, at 273/Canyon 
Road near the Win River Casino, Social Services and the Downtown Transit Center in Redding. 
A round-trip from downtown Redding to Anderson and return could be operated in one hour. 
Therefore, if two hour headway service were provided, this vehicle could alternative with service 
on other RABA routes in Redding. This reduces the cost associated with the Anderson Express 
Route. Estimated annual vehicle mileage for a two hour Anderson Express service is 50,900 and 
annual vehicle service hours of 1,900. If, instead, the extra time was used to provide hourly 
Anderson Express service, annual vehicle service hours would increase to 3,600 and annual 
vehicle service miles would increase to 98,400. 

An elasticity analysis was performed to develop ridership estimates. This elasticity analysis is 
based on the principals of micro-economics, evaluating the proportionate change in ridership that 
corresponds to a proportionate change in service quality (such as in-vehicle travel time) based on 
an "elasticity factor" observed for similar changes in service quality in similar settings. The 
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negative value of the elasticity factor reflects that the service quality factor and ridership are 
negatively proportionate - for example when vehicle travel time increases, transit ridership 
decreases. As an example, an elasticity factor of -0.50 indicates that a 1.00 percent increase in 
vehicle travel time would result in a 0.50 percent decrease in ridership. Ridership projections for 
the Anderson Express alternatives were developed using an elasticity analysis based on 2006 
Anderson Express ridership. It is estimated that the 2 hour headway Anderson Express Route 
would carry 32,200 one-way passenger trips and the 1 hour headway Anderson Express Route 
would carry roughly 45,500 one-way passenger trips. 

Anderson Local Fixed Route 

The objective of an Anderson Local service would be to serve a larger portion of the city more 
frequently. In this alternative, an Anderson Local fixed route would provide hourly service 
within the City of Anderson while the Anderson Express route would connect Anderson 
residents to the Downtown Transit Center in Redding. The Anderson Local fixed route would 
follow a route similar to that of the 2006 Anderson Local service. As shown in Figure 7, the 
route would begin and end and the Anderson Wal-Mart and travel the following path: stop at the 
Shasta Factory Outlet Shopping Center, travel north on SR 273, follow Pinon Avenue and Bruce 
Drive back to SR 273, turn right on Balls Ferry Road where the bus would serve the Gateway 
shopping center, travel via Shady Lane, Red Bud Lane and Toyon to serve Shady Lane 
Apartments and Battlecreek Senior Apartments, travel left on Stingy Lane, left on North Street, 
left on West Center Street, right on Howard Street near City Hall, stop at Vernon and Ferry 
Street near the Anderson Union High School, turn right on North Street and travel down Silver 
Street to the fairgrounds. On the return trip, the bus could make a small loop via Diamond, 
Franklin and Mill Street instead of traveling straight through on Silver Street to better serve the 
surrounding neighborhood including the Anderson Court Apartments and the Oak River Rehab 
Center. This route would take approximately one hour to operate. 

If the Anderson Local Route is operated from 6:30 AM to 7:30 PM on weekdays and from 9:30 
AM to 7:30 PM on Saturdays, the route would operate approximately 50,100 annual vehicle 
service miles and 3,800 annual vehicle service hours. Ridership projections for this alternative 
were based on the ridership generated by the Anderson Local route in 2006 and adjusted to 
reflect the fact that more Anderson neighborhoods would be served directly and that there would 
be a greater number of direct connections with the Anderson Express route. It is estimated that 
an Anderson Local fixed route would carry approximately 21,400 one-way passenger-trips per 
year if the Anderson Express 2 hour service is implemented and roughly 29,200 one-way 
passenger-trips per year if hourly Anderson Express service is implemented. 

Anderson Local General Public Dial-A-Ride 

The SRTP recommended eliminating the Anderson Local Fixed Route and replacing it with a 
general public Dial-A-Ride. As Anderson is a relatively small city and the majority of transit 
passengers would have the same destination (transfer to the Anderson Express Route), a general 
public DAR would resemble the fixed route but with some added flexibility by allowing 
deviations for direct door-to-door service within Anderson. The SRTP estimated that an 
Anderson Local DAR would operate a similar number of vehicle-hours as the fixed route. As the 
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SRTP did not provide ridership estimates for the Anderson Local DAR, ridership for this 
alternative was estimated on projected passenger-trips per hour. A basic rule of thumb is that a 
maximum of five passenger-trips can be served by one demand-response vehicle each hour. 
Research perfonned through the Transit Cooperative Research Program Report 95 Chapter 6 
demonstrated that switching from a fixed route to a demand response system increased ridership 
in many case studies in smaller cities. The 2006 Anderson Local Fixed Route carried 
approximately 4.5 one-way passenger-trips per hour. It is reasonable to assume that an Anderson 
Local DAR would carry approximately 5.0 one-way passenger-trips per hour. In other words, a 
DAR van could make a loop around the City of Anderson and pick up five passengers and take 
them to the Anderson Wal-Mart in approximately one hour. This translates to annual ridership of 
approximately 19,000 one-way passenger trips. Mileage is difficult to predict for a demand 
response type of system. The distance from Wal-Mart to most Anderson residential areas is 
anywhere from one-halfmile to three miles. Assuming that each passenger-trip accounts for two 
miles (not each trip will return to the Anderson Wal-Mart), the Anderson Local Dial-A-Ride 
would travel approximately 38,000 annual vehicle miles. 

Deviated Fixed Route Options 

Another type of transit scenario is to make the Anderson Local Route a deviated fixed route. 
This type of service would eliminate the need for separate complementary paratransit Dial-A
Ride by allowing deviations of up to three-quarter mile off of the fixed route. The advantage of 
this alternative is that RABA DAR service in the city of Anderson could be eliminated and 
thereby reduce systemwide RABA operating costs. The disadvantage of this alternative would be 
that disabled passengers bound for Redding would be required to transfer to another paratransit 
service (perhaps RABA Dial-A-Ride) somewhere near the northern city limit or at the Anderson 
Wal-Mart. A review ofRABA Dial-A-Ride origin and destination patterns for a two week period 
in February demonstrate that only 11 percent of total one-way passenger-trips with at least one 
trip end in Anderson both begin and end in the City of Anderson. The majority of Anderson 
DAR passengers are travelling to facilities and services in Redding. Not only is transferring 
difficult for disabled passengers but there would be a need for a timed transfer point between 
Redding complementary paratransit services and the Anderson Local Deviated Fixed Route. 

Even if both the Anderson Express service and the Anderson Local route offered three-quarter 
mile deviations or the existing Route 9 offered three-quarter mile deviations, ADA passengers 
would still need to transfer to RABA DAR at the Downtown Transit Center, if not at both Wal
Mart and the Downtown Transit Center. Again, transferring is difficult for many paratransit 
passengers and the deviations and wheelchair boardings would delay both bus routes. Therefore, 
the prav ision of a deviated fixed route was not considered further. 

Reduce Service by One Run per Day 

The existing Route 9 service operates on two hour headways. Hourly service is the desirable 
minimum for transit service headways. Therefore reducing the frequency of transit service to 
Anderson would substantially reduce ridership and is not recommended. However, it may be 
possible to slightly reduce the span of service. A review of Figure 3 (boardings by hour) shows 
that there is no obvious hour during the middle of the day which could be eliminated without 
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having a significant impact on ridership. Some transit services reduce costs by suspending 
service in the mid-day. However, ridership by hour data indicates that this in turn reduces 
ridership on either side ofthe break in service, as passengers cannot plan a short trip during the 
lunch hour. For Route 9, the 6 AM and 7 PM hour have the fewest boardings but service is only 
available for halfofthe hour. Additionally, travel patterns indicate that some commuters use 
Route 9 to arrive at work in Redding at 8:00 AM and depart Redding after 5:30 PM. According 
to surveys conducted on all RABA routes as part of the SRTP, the primary trip purpose for 
survey respondents was "work" and "personal/business/other." 

One option would be to trim the existing Route 9 weekday and Saturday service by one run per 
day. Instead of departing the Anderson Wal-Mart at 6:30 AM on weekdays and terminating 
service at the Downtown Transit Center in Redding at 7:30 PM, the first bus would depart Wal
Mart at 7:30 AM and end at the Downtown Transit Center at 6:30 PM. Saturday service would 
begin at the Downtown Transit Center at 9:30 AM and end at the Downtown Transit Center at 
5:30 PM. Unfortunately, under this alternative the first arrival in Redding would be at 8:30 AM 
and the last departure from Redding would be 4:30 PM. This schedule does not allow employees 
with traditional 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM schedules to commute via Route 9. The Reduce Service 
alternative would eliminate about 10,000 vehicle service miles and 600 vehicle service hours. 
Reduction in ridership is estimated to equal 4,830 passenger-trips per year, based on actual 
average daily boardings per hour and reduced further to account for the fact the alternative will 
no longer conveniently serve commuters. 

Volunteer/Taxi Voucher Programs 

As the alternatives which increase transit service are quite costly compared to the Status Quo 
Route 9, another option for the City of Anderson to consider is a volunteer driver or taxi voucher 
program. This program would use a small amount ofTDA funds to reimburse volunteer or taxi 
companies for providing qualified trips to qualified individuals. Typically a qualified individual 
is elderly, disabled or low income and a qualified trip is to a medical or social service 
appointment. Volunteer driver or taxi voucher programs can be useful in serving rural areas 
where budgets will not allow all areas to be served, or demand is so low and infrequent that 
regular service is not warranted. As demonstrated in Table 6, there are a variety of human service 
organizations which provide transportation for clients and other persons who would not 
otherwise qualify for RABA paratransit services. The implementation of a volunteer driver or 
taxi voucher program would also require administrative staff time on the part of the City of 
Anderson. Given the availability of human service transportation providers, unless the need for 
expanded non-emergency medical transportation arises as part of an unmet transit needs process, 
a volunteer/taxi voucher program is not warranted at this time. In addition, as existing Route 9 is 
a service that is "reasonable to meet," complete elimination of this service would not be 
consistent with Transportation Development Act requirements. 

Complementary Paratransit Service 

Another important element in the alternatives comparison is the provision of complementary 
paratransit service. ADA law requires public entities which operate non-commuter fixed-route 
passenger transportation services to provide complementary paratransit service for individuals 
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unable to use the fixed route system. Paratransit service is required to be offered within a three
quarter mile radius of the fixed route. CU1Tently, the RASA DAR system acts as the paratransit 
service for Route 9. As discussed above, deviated fixed route service is not practical for the City 
of Anderson. Therefore either the existing RASA DAR or a separate complementary paratransit 
service would be required. If the City of Anderson pulled out of the RASA JPA and operated 
transit service using city staff, entering into a separate contract with RASA for the operation of 
paratransit service would provide a seamless transition for disabled Anderson residents and 
likely be the most cost effective. Ifa separate contractor is employed to operate transit service 
for the City of Anderson, it may be more practical for the contractor to operate paratransit 
service. Therefore, alternative combinations for RASA and the City include complementary 
paratransit service cost estimates based on RASA's cost model while contractor operated 
alternatives include cost estimates based on a separate contractor's cost model. Annual vehicle 
hour and mile and passenger-trip estimates for complementary paratransit service were based on 
DAR driver log records for a two week period in February. It is estimated that approximately 
2,800 RASA DAR one-way passenger- trips are provided for Anderson residents. Annual 
vehicle miles and annual vehicle hours associated with these trips are estimated at 64,000 miles 
and 2,900 hours. 

Evaluation of Transit Service and Institutional Combinations Comparison 

Each of the alternatives discussed above were combined into different possible service 
combinations. Costs and performance were compared under three different institutional 
scenarios: operation by RASA, operation directly by the City of Anderson, and operation by a 
private transit service contractor. The different alternative combinations reviewed are as follows: 

•	 Status Quo - This alternative combination represents the existing Route 9 service and vehicle 
miles, hours, and fixed costs associated with complementary paratransit service. 

•	 Anderson Express (2 hour headway) + Anderson Local Fixed Route - Under this alternative 
two hour headway service would be provided on the Anderson Express service to connect 
Anderson residents to Redding. An Anderson Local Fixed Route is added to expand service 
area and frequency for Anderson residents. Complementary paratransit service is also 
included in the alternative combination. 

•	 Anderson Express (1 hour headway) + Anderson Local Fixed Route - This alternative 
decreases the Anderson Express headway to every hour. The Anderson Local Fixed Route 
and complementary paratransit service remain the same. 

•	 Anderson Express (2 hour headway) + Anderson Local General Public DAR - Instead of 
providing a fixed route within the City of Anderson, a general public DAR is considered in 
combination with the two hour Anderson Express service and complementary paratransit. 

•	 Anderson Express (1 hour headway) + Anderson Local General Public DAR - This 
alternative will combine the hourly Anderson Express service with the Anderson Local DAR 
option and complementary paratransit service. 
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•	 Reduce Service by 1 Run per Day - This alternative explores reducing service in order to 
minimize costs. Complementary paratransit service levels remain the same as Anderson DAR 
trips are part of a larger DAR service. 

RABA Operating Costs 

Updated costs models were developed for each scenario. Costs for additional services operated 
by RABA are based on the 2011-12 cost allocation model (Table 11), which is an update of the 
2009-10 cost model prov ided in Table 4. To develop the FY 2011-12 cost model, RABA' s FY 
2010-11 budgeted expenses were increased by the rate of increase of the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI-W) for urban wage earners and clerical workers nationwide from January 2010 to 
December 20 I0, equal to 1.6 percent. The cost factors for the RABA operated service 
alternatives are assumed to be $28.35 per hour of service and $1.06 per mile of service. 

TASLE 11: RASA Cost Allocation Model- Fiscal Year 2011-12 

Line Item Total 
Vehicle Service 

Miles 
Vehicle Service 

Hours Fixed 

Personnel 

Security Contracts 

Professional Svs/Consultants 

Landscape Maintenance 

Vehicle Fuel/Lubricant 

Vehicle Repair/Maintenance 

Vehicle Tiresrrubes 

Vehicle Parts/Supplies 

Utility Expense 

Communication Expense 

Purchased Transportation 

Contract Services 

Printing Outside 

Operating Materials/Supplies 

Software Upgrades and Other Allowances 

Advertising/Promotions 

Books/Dues/Subscriptions 

Insurance Expense 

Building Repair/Maintenance 

Civic Center Rent 

City Interdepartmental Charges 

OWP - Travel Training, Ridership Analysis 

$254,000 

$39,766 

$101,600 

$26,162 

$589,280 
$20,320 

$50,800 

$355,600 

$76,667 

$39,766 

$3,352,800 

$15,697 

$29,301 

$18,796 

$5.852 

$16,784 

$13,604 

$64,882 

$5,232 

$16,368 

$191,831 

$106,700 

$589,280 

$20,320 

$50,800 

$355,600 

$1,660,800 

$18.796 

$64,882 

$87,091 

$254,000 

$39,766 

$101,600 

$26,162 

$76,667 

$39,766 

$1,692,000 

$15,697 

$29,301 

$5,852 
$16,784 

$13,604 

$5,232 

$16,368 

$104,740 

$106,700 

Total Expenditures $5,391,810 $1,016,000 $1,831,569 $2,544,242 

Unit Quantities 

Cost Per Unit 

954,617 

$1.06 

64,595 

$28.35 
-
-

Source. City 0' Redding 2010-11 budgetincreased by the annual rate ofincrease in the CPI-W In 2010. 
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City of Anderson Operating Costs 

One of the primary objectives of this study is to investigate the possibility of the City of 
Anderson operating public transit service and comparing these costs with RABA operating costs. 
If the City of Anderson entered the public transit business, the city would be required to take on 
the responsibilities previously performed by RABA, such as provision of drivers, vehicle 
maintenance, driver training and liability insurance. A separate cost allocation model was 
developed to evaluate the cost impacts of operating transit service in-house with service levels 
similar to the existing Route 9. This equation is and presented in Table 12: 

Operating Cost = $0.55 x annual vehicle service miles + 
$75.13 x annual vehicle service hours + 

$122,189 in annual fixed costs. 

TABLE 12: City of Anderson Transit Operations Cost Allocation Model 
Estimated Fiscal Year 2011-12 

Vehicle Vehicle 

Line Item Total Service Miles Service Hours 

Transit Manager Wages and Benefits (0.5 FTE) $ 49,067 

Dispatcher/Lead Driver Wages and Benefits (2 FTE) $ 131,533 $ 131,533 

Driver Wages, Benefits and Training (2.5 FTE) $ 144,445 $ 144,445 

Drug and Alcohol Testing $ 300 

Fuel $ 27,690 $ 27,690 

Vehicle Insurance (Property and Liability) $ 9,500 $ 9,500 

Maintenance and Repair (0.10 FTE) $ 7,918 $ 7,918 

Vehicle Parts/Supplies/Radios $ 2,500 $ 2,500 

Marketing (Schedules, Website, Print Ads) $ 5,000 

City Interdepartmental Charges $ 68,121 

Total Expenditures	 $ 446,075 $ 38,108 $ 285,478 

Unit Quantities 69,200 3,800
 
Cost per Unit $0.55 $75.13
 

Source: City of Anderson, LSC Transportation Consultants Inc. 

Fixed
 

$ 49,067
 

$ 5,000 

$ 68,121 

$ 122,189 

The following assumptions were used in the Fiscal Year 2011-2012 City of Anderson cost model 
calculations: 

•	 Salary and overhead charges were obtained from City of Anderson staff. One half-time 
transit manager position would be required, responsible for grant writing, preparation of 
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transit operations reports, attending city council meetings, attending professional
 
development conferences and general oversight of the program.
 

•	 One full-time dispatcher with a Class B license would be responsible for dispatch, driver 
scheduling, fare revenue collection and reporting and lunch relief driving. A full-time lead 
driver should be employed who would drive a 5 hour portion of the 13 hour service day as 
well as assist the dispatcher and transit manager with paperwork such as data reporting. 

•	 Route 9 service hours are from 6:30 AM to 7:30 PM on weekdays and from 9:30 AM to 7:30 
PM on Saturdays. Drivers would need to report for duty approximately 20 minutes prior to 
the beginning of service for vehicle inspection. Therefore, the service day would likely be 
broken down into two shifts from approximately 6: lOAM to 2:40 AM with a half hour lunch 
break and from 2:20 PM to 7:40 PM. In addition to the lead driver, one additional full-time 
driver and two part-time drivers with Class B licenses would be required 

•	 Both the Federal Transit Administration and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
require random drug testing of transit drivers and persons associated with vehicle 
maintenance. The City of Anderson will need to contract with a drug and alcohol testing 
facility. It is estimated that testing will cost on the order of $300 per year. 

•	 The City of Anderson procures fuel in bulk from Northern Lights Energy. As February of 
2011, the city paid $3.13 per gallon of diesel fuel. These fuel costs were increased by the rate 
of change ofthe CPI for one year. 

•	 A ballpark quote for vehicle property and liability insurance was obtained from the 
California Transit Insurance Pool (CaITIP). The quote represents transit service using two 25 
passenger vehicles operating approximately 70,000 vehicle revenue service miles and 1,500 
non-revenue miles each year. A $25,000 deductible is assumed for $5 million in liability 
insurance coverage. A $5,000 deductible is assumed for property damage. Property damage 
and liability insurance wi II cost on the order of $9,500 annually. 

•	 It was assumed that the majority of vehicle maintenance would be performed by City of 
Anderson personnel and that approximately five hours of maintenance time would be 
required per 100 hours of operation (in line with other small transit systems). This amounts to 
approximately 0.10 full-time equivalent (FTE) employees. 

•	 Vehicle parts and supply estimates were based on costs for other small transit systems. 

•	 Marketing efforts would need to be funded, such as printing and distribution of schedules and 
posters, print advertising, and website design. An annual cost of $5,000 per year is included. 

•	 In addition to salaries and benefits for transit personnel, it is necessary to include cost 
estimates for staff time associated with other departments such as payroll and department 
head oversight. City of Anderson staff estimates that these costs would total approximately 
$68,000 per year. 
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Private Contractor Operating Costs 

The peer comparison in Chapter 3 demonstrated that RABA Route 9's operating costs were 
greater than the peer average. Another option to consider is for the City of Anderson to operate 
transit service through an independent transit contractor. In addition to RABA's current service 
contractor, there are other transportation companies with existing operations near Anderson who 
have expressed interest in operating transit service in Anderson. It is difficult to pinpoint transit 
operations costs without a defined service plan and a detailed bid from a contractor; however the 
discussion below provides the City of Anderson with a ballpark cost estimate for direct 
contractor provided transit service for the status quo alternative. 

Cost models for other contract-operated services in Riverbank/Oakdale, Del Norte County, 
Lassen County, Nevada County, Colusa County and Amador County were reviewed. Costs were 
available for various fiscal years and adjusted by the rate of increase of the Consumer Price 
Index to estimate FY 2011-12 operating costs. The average per hour cost of these contracted 
services was $36.53 per hour. The average per mile cost was $0.62 per mile. The average 
contractor fixed costs per were $15.58 per hour. These cost model factors are also in the ballpark 
ofa general cost estimate provided by a local transit contractor for the operation of the existing 
Route 9 service. 

The City of Anderson would also incur costs associated with oversight of the transit contractor, 
grants administration, and marketing. A quarter-time manager position is assumed, along with 
$5,000 in annual marketing costs. 

Institutional Cost and Performance Comparison 

Table 13 presents detailed operating data, ridership and cost estimates for all the alternatives 
under the three institutional scenarios, while Table 14 summarizes the cost efficiency and 
performance of each alternative combination referenced above. Table 13 includes a breakdown 
of annual vehicle service miles, annual vehicle service hours, marginal operating costs (hours 
and miles multiplied by respective cost model factors), fixed costs (hours multiplied by fixed 
cost model factor), total costs (marginal costs plus fixed costs), ridership estimates, fare box 
revenue and operating subsidy (total cost minus farebox revenue) for each alternative. The 
following performance measures are presented in Table 14: one-way passenger trips per vehicle 
service hour, operating cost per passenger-trip, farebox ratio and actual operating costs assigned 
to the City of Anderson. 

Farebox revenue for each alternative combination was adjusted to reflect the high prop0l1ion of 
transfers anticipated from the Anderson Local service to the Anderson Express service. 
Ridership by passenger type data (Table 3) indicates that at least 40 percent of existing Route 9 
passengers travel between two zones or transfer from another route. Therefore, it was assumed 
that 40 percent of boardings on the Anderson Local services would be transferring to the 
Anderson Express service and therefore would not pay an additional fare. The average fare 
estimated for alternatives was assumed to be the average fare paid on Route 9 in FY 09-10, or 
$1.17 per passenger-trip. For Dial-A-Ride alternatives, the average fare used to calculate farebox 
revenue represents the average fare paid by Anderson DAR passengers for a two week period in 
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TABLE 13: City of Anderson Transit Alternatives
 
FY 1011·11 Ridership and Cost Analysis
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Status Quo 133,200 6,700 $331,700 $263,900 $696,600 47,500 $64,400 $631,200 
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SlalusQuo 133,200 8,100 $412,800 $236,400 $649,200 47,500 $64,400 $584,800'66 
RO:.Ae9 69,200 3.800 $262,500 $122,200 $384,100 '46 44,700 $52.300 $332.400 

RA8A Complerr:cn'Al()' P.,-aIOJm!i'! 64,000 2.900 $150,300 $114,200 $264,500 2,000 $12100 5252400 

Anderson fllprcsS12 Ilourl • Andorsoo local Fixed Roule 165,000 8,600 $542,100 $291,600 $840,200 66_00 $55,900 $184,300," 
F,xedROItoAl:emellve 101.000 5,700 5392,-400 5183,300 Stl75700 53,600 $43,800 $531,900'64 

RASA Comp:oownlery POOl-trans I 64,000 2,900 $150,300 $114,200 $264,500 2,BOO $12,100 $252,400 

Andenon elpress (1 hout). Andere:oo lociill filed Roule 212,500 10,300 $868,800 $352,100 $1,0'lD,900 m 77.... $65,300 $955,600 
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Andcfl>()l'l fxprellll12 houri t Alldllfl>()l'l LoU! General Public DAR 152,900 8,600 $406,500 $338,100 $145,200 176 64,000 556,900 $868,300 

F'Ked RiJ'lleIOAR M~fI1rve 88,900 5,700 $256,200 $22'1.500 5480,700 51.200 544,800 5435900'67 ,MBA Comp4emertaf)' P8filVaMd 64,000 2.900 $150,300 $114,200 $264,500 2.BOO $12.100 5252,400 
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SI&IUSQuO 133,200 6,100 $326,100 $124,400 1451,100 41,600 $64,400 $386,100 
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Reduce Sorvlcr by One Run pi' D.ay 123,200 6,100 $298,800 $113,200 $411,800 133 42,100 $58,100 $353,100 
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TABLE 14: City of Anderson Transit Alternatives 
FY 2011-12 Cost and Performance Evaluation 

Bold Represents Alternative That Can Be Funded Within Existing Anderson TDA Revenues 

One-way 
Annual One-Way Passenger Trips 

Alternative Passenger-Trips per VSH 

Service Operated by RABA (1) 

Status Quo 47,500 7.1 

Anderson Express (2 hour headways) + Anderson Only Fixed Route 56,400 6.6 

Anderson Express (1 hour headways) + Anderson Only Fixed Route 77,500 7.5 

Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Only General Public DAR 54,000 6.3 

Anderson Express (1 hour) + Anderson Only General Public DAR 67,300 6.5 

Reduce Service by 1 Run per Day 42,670 7.0 

Service Operated by the City of Andersor/'J 

Status Quo 47,500 7.1 

Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Only Fixed Route 56,400 6.6 

Anderson Express (1 hour headways) + Anderson Only Fixed Route 77,500 7.5 

Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Only General Public DAR 54,000 6.3 

Anderson Express (1 hour) + Anderson Only General Public DAR 67,300 6.5 

Reduce Service by 1 Run per Day 42,670 7.0 

Service Operated by Contracto~1J 

Status Quo 47,500 7.1 

Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Only Fixed Route 56,400 6.6 

Anderson Express (1 hour headways) + Anderson Only Fixed Route 77,500 7.5 

Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Only General Public DAR 54,000 6.3 

Anderson Express (1 hour) + Anderson Only General Public DAR 67,300 6.5 

Reduce Service by 1 Run per Day 42,670 7,0 

Source: LSC Transportalion Consultants, Inc.
 

Note 1: Includes complementary paratransit service .
 

Change in Annual 
Operating Farebox Annual Anderson Anderson 

Cost Per Trip Ratio Operating Subsidy Operating Subsidy 

$12.54 10.8% $181,300 -
$13.44 7.4% $464,300 $283,000 

$11.92 7.1% $503,700 $322,400 

$13.80 7.6% $463,000 $281,700 

$13.54 7.3% $502.300 $321,000 

$11.23 12.3% $165,700 -$15,600 

$13.67 9.9% $584,800 $403,500 

$14.90 6.7% $784,300 $603,000 

$13.17 6.4% $955,600 $774,300 

$13.80 7.6% $688,300 $507,000 

$15.07 6.5% $948,200 $766,900 

$13.79 10.0% $530,300 $349,000 

$9.50 14.3% $386,700 $205,400 

$10.20 9.7% $519,400 $338,100 

$9.01 9.4% $632,900 $451,600 

$10.51 10.0% $510,900 $329,600 

$10.26 9.6% $624,400 $443,100 

$9.64 14,3% $353,100 $171,800 
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TABLE 15: Anderson Costs for Alternatives - Under RABA 

Total RABA % Service 
Anderson Service Hours in 

Hours Hours Anderson 

Status Quo Route 9 4.04 135 2.99% 

Anderson Express (2 hour) + 
14.95 142 10.53%

Anderson Only Fixed Route
 

Anderson Express (1 hour) +
 
16.75 148 11.32%

Anderson Only Fixed Route
 
Anderson Express (2 hour) +
 

14.95 142 10.53%
Anderson Only DAR
 
Anderson Express (1 hour) +
 

16.75 148 11.32%
Anderson Only DAR
 
Reduce Service by 1 Run per
 

3.42 133 2.57%
Day 

Source: SCRTPA, LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc. 

TDA Funds 
BUdgeted for 

RASA 
Operating 

Costs 

% Anderson 
Population in 
Service Area 

Weighted 
Average 

RABA 
Operating Costs 

Allocated to 
Anderson 

$4,290,146 9.16% 4.23% $181,300 

$4,528,146 9.16% 10.25% $464,300 

$4,626,946 9.16% 10.89% $503,700 

$4,515,246 9.16% 10.25% $463,000 

$4,614,046 9.16% 10.89% $502,300 

$4,262,546 9.16% 3.89% $165,700 



February 20 II or $4.34. The amount of annual operating costs for which the City of Anderson is 
responsible for the RABA operated alternatives was calculated using the weighted service hour 
and population formula SCRTPA employs to allocate total RABA operating costs. Calculations 
are displayed in Table 15. 

City ofAnderson Transit Operating Revenues 

An impOliant limiting factor in the cost analysis of the transit alternatives is the actual budget 
available for transit services in the City of Anderson. Table 16 presents estimated transit 
revenues for the City of Anderson for FY 2011-12. As shown, approximately $468,700 would be 
available for transit operating purposes through state and federal grant funding sources. 

In Table 14, only those alternative combinations which are less than the projected transit 
revenues in Table 16 ($468,700) are displayed in bold text. As indicated, none of the alternatives 
operated by the City of Anderson meet the cost criteria. Even the status quo alternative would 
require additional funding (such as City of Anderson general funds) to be operated by the City of 
Anderson. Under the contractor operated alternatives, the Status Quo and Reduce Service 
alternatives are the only financially constrained options. 

All the RABA operated alternatives are less expensive to the City of Anderson than the same 
alternative combinations operated by the City of Anderson or a separate contractor. The primary 
reason for the cost difference is that under the RABA agreement, the City of Anderson does not 
pay for transit service provided outside of the city limits. For example, Table 13 shows that the 
operating subsidy for RABA operated Route 9 Status Quo alternative is $278,800 while Table 15 
shows that for the same alternative operating costs allocated to Anderson are only $18 I ,300. 
Additionally, costs associated with RABA operated complementary paratransit (DAR) are folded 
into the weighted service hour and population formula. In comparison, if the City of Anderson 
were to contract separately with RABA or a separate contractor for the service, the City of 
Anderson would be responsible for all time and mileage associated with Anderson resident trips. 

Table 13 demonstrates that the subsidy required to operate all the alternative combinations under 
a separate contractor is less than under RABA. For example the subsidy required for the RABA 
operated Status Quo alternative combination (including complementary paratransit service costs) 
is $531,200 whereas the subsidy required for the same service operated by a different contractor 
is estimated at $386,700. However, as demonstrated in Table 15, the operating costs allocated to 
the City of Anderson are only $181,300 for the RABA operated Status Quo alternative and the 
City of Anderson would be responsible for the entire operating subsidy under the other 
contractor scenario. 

Costs aside, it is also important to review the performance of the various alternative 
combinations in comparison to the Status Quo service. 

•	 Productivity or one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour is not dependent on the provider 
of service and therefore the same for each of the three different institutional scenarios. The 
Anderson Express (1 hour headway) + Anderson Local Fixed Route alternative combination 
is the most productive with 7.5 passenger-trips per hour. The Status Quo and Reduce Service 
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alternative closely follow with 7.1 and 7.0 passenger-trips per hour. The least productive 
alternative combination is the Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Local General Public 
DAR with 6.3 passenger trips per hour. 

•	 Operating Cost per Passenger-Trip - For the RABA operated Status Quo alternative 
combination, the operating cost per passenger trip in Fiscal Year 2011-12 is estimated at 
$12.54. Operating cost per trip for the various alternatives range from a low of$9.01 for the 
contractor operated Anderson Express (l hour headway) + Anderson Local Fixed Route 
combination to a high of$15.07 for the city operated Anderson Express (I hour headway) + 
Anderson Local DAR. Overall, alternatives operated by a new contractor have the lowest 
operating cost per passenger-trip. 

•	 Farebox Ratio - Table 9 demonstrated that the farebox ratio for Route 9 alone was 15.12 
percent in FY 2009-10. The combined RABA operated farebox ratio estimate with 
complementary paratransit service is 10.8 percent in FY 2011-12 (Table 14). The systemwide 
RABA farebox ratio requirement for FY 2011-12 set by the SCRTPA is 17.3 percent. 
Separately operated transit services in Anderson would be subject to the same requirement. 
None of the alternative combinations make the 17.3 percent farebox ratio requirement. 
Although it should be noted that the farebox ratio for the contractor operated Status Quo and 
Reduce Service alternative (excluding complementary paratransit service) is 20.7 and 21.9 
percent respectively. This exceeds the SRTP fare box ratio standard for fixed route services of 
15.0 percent. The Status Quo and Reduce Service alternative combinations (including 
paratransit service) operated by a new contractor have the highest farebox ratio at 14.3 
percent. The alternative combination with the lowest farebox ratio is the Anderson Express (I 
hour headway) + Anderson Local Fixed Route operated by the city (6.4 percent). 

Compared to the Status Quo alternative, ridership is anticipated to increase by as much as 63 
percent or roughly 30,000 annual one-way passenger trips for the Anderson Express (I hour 
headway) + Anderson Local Fixed Route alternative combination. As the level of service also 
increases, the increase in ridership only translates to a small increase in productivity. This boost 
in ridership will also come at a cost to the City of Anderson. It is estimated that $281,700 to 
$322,400 in additional TDA funds would be required to fund the new Anderson Local transit 
service combinations in Table 14. According to the TDA 2010-11 TDA claims worksheet 
prepared by SCRTPA, this would eliminate any TDA funding available for streets and roads 
purposes in the City of Anderson. 

Capital Requirements 

In order to operate the existing Route 9 service the City of Anderson would need to purchase two 
vehicles. Although one vehicle is required for peak service, a backup vehicle would need to be 
procured for scheduled maintenance and in case of mechanical issues. Existing Route 9 ridership 
by hour data indicates that a maximum of 38 passengers boarded the vehicle during a one hour 
period for one week in October. Therefore, the City of Anderson would need to procure vehicles 
with a passenger capacity of at least 30 passengers. This type of transit vehicle would cost 
approximately $150,000. FTA 5307 grants could be obtained to pay for 80 percent of total costs. 
The City of Anderson would be responsible for the $60,000 local match for two vehicles. The 
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Anderson Local alternatives would require the purchase of a third vehicle, as two vehicles would 
be required for peak service, this would bring the local match capital costs to $90,000. As 
discussed above, if Anderson were to withdraw from RABA, very little capital funding would be 
"returned" to the City. 

Another capital requirement under the city operated scenario would be storage space for the 
vehicles and office space for transit department employees. City staff has indicated that over the 
short-term, the buses could be stored on an unpaved lot at the City Corp Yard on Barney Street 
and transit department personnel could be stationed at City Hall. If the City of Anderson were to 
operate transit service over the long term, the city may wish to consider a separate facility for the 
transit program. Ideally, a transit operations and maintenance center would include a paved, 
fenced lot for the vehicles, one maintenance bay, bus wash, and office space for transit 
personnel. 

If one of the Anderson Local alternatives under the RABA operated scenario were implemented, 
an additional vehicle would be required for peak service. As the Anderson Local alternative lies 
entirely within the City of Anderson, the city would be responsible for all the local capital match 
requ irement. 

One of the benefits of contracting for transit service is that the contractor may be able to provide 
the use of a primary vehicle or a backup vehicle. (This, of course, would increase the annual cost 
of service.) If vehicles are not provided by the contractor, a maximum of four vehicles would be 
required for some of the Anderson Local alternative operated by a new contractor: 1) Anderson 
Express, 2) Anderson Local, 3) Complementary Paratransit and 4) Backup. A smaller 10- 15 
passenger vehicle could be used for complementary paratransit service. This vehicle would cost 
of the order of $60,000. Total local match capital costs in this scenario would be approximately 
$102,000. Local contractors contacted as part of this study have indicated that an Anderson 
transit program could be operated out of an existing operations and maintenance facility nearby, 
which would eliminate the need for a new transit facility in Anderson. 
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the analysis presented in the preceding chapters, LSC's conclusions and 
recommendations can be summarized as follows: 

•	 Transit service in the City of Anderson is provided by the Redding Area Bus Authority 
(RABA), which encompasses the Cities of Redding, Anderson, and Shasta Lake, as well as 
Shasta County. Local operating subsidy funding responsibilities under RABA is based upon 
a formula that is 20 percent dependent on the proportion of population in each jurisdiction 
and 80 percent dependent on the proportion of fixed route vehicle service hours in each 
jurisdiction. 

•	 The existing RABA Route 9 transit route carries approximately 45,000 passenger-trips per 
year, of which approximately half are within or to/from Anderson. The RABA Dial-A-Ride 
program serves approximately 2,700 passenger-trips per year in Anderson. 

•	 Route 9 serves 11.6 passenger-trips per vehicle-hour of service, which is 29 percent lower 
than the average for all RABA fixed routes of 16.4. 

•	 A different fixed route operating plan was attempted in 2005 in which a local Anderson route 
was operated. This was found to not generate adequate ridership and was financially 
infeasible due to the increase in overall RABA costs allocated to the City of Anderson. 

•	 Compared with similar routes around northern California, Route 9 generates lower ridership 
(passengers per vehicle-hour of service is 16 percent below the average of four other 
services) and is relatively expensive to operate (including allocated fixed costs, Route 9 costs 
$90 per vehicle-hour of service, compared with a peer average of $64). 

•	 Route 9 generates sufficient ridership that the California Transportation Development Act 
would preclude the complete elimination of transit service. If the City were to choose to 
eliminate Route 9, the TDA funds would not be available for other local transportation needs. 

•	 With respect to the three institutional scenarios, the analysis clearly indicates that transit 
service operated directly by the City of Anderson would not be cost effective, requiring more 
than triple the current City funding. It would also not be financially feasible, unless the City 
of Anderson was willing to contribute general fund dollars to operating service. A significant 
amount of capital costs would also be incurred. 

•	 Peer cost comparisons and local transit contractor ballpark cost estimates indicate that 
operating the transit service through a separate contractor would be more cost efficient in 
terms of operating subsidy and operating cost per passenger-trip than directly operating the 
service by City staff. However, under this scenario, the City of Anderson would be 
responsible for the entire operating subsidy of the service instead of only the portion which 
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lies within the City of Anderson. As a result, the TDA funds needed for transit service would 
increase, and very little TDA funds would be available for streets and roads purposes. 

•	 Of the RABA operated alternatives, only the Reduce Service alternative is more attractive 
than the Status Quo alternative in terms of cost, productivity and fare box ratio. The Reduce 
Service alternative would save the City of Anderson approximately $15,600 in revenues per 
year. The combined fixed route/paratransit farebox ratio would increase to 12.4 percent from 
10.8 percent while the fixed route only farebox ratio would increase to 16.6 percent from 
15.8 percent. However, this alternative would eliminate approximately 4,800 one-way 
passenger-trips annually. The resulting service would no longer serve commuters with 
traditional work schedules, and would negatively impact the overall RABA system by 
creating a substantially different span of service between the various routes. This alternative 
is not recommended. 

•	 With respect to improving service for Anderson residents under the RABA operated scenario 
through the implementation of an Anderson Local service, the Anderson Express (2 hour) + 
Anderson Local General Public DAR and the Anderson Express (2 hour) + Anderson Local 
Fixed Route are the only alternative combinations within budget. Of these two options, the 
fixed route option is a little bit more productive, has a slightly lower operating cost per trip 
but a slightly lower farebox ratio. All the RABA operated Anderson Local alternatives are 
relatively similar in cost efficiency and productivity. Unfortunately, the addition of an 
Anderson Local service would result in a significantly greater allocation of costs to the City 
of Anderson (in the neighborhood of $450,000) than the status quo Route 9 ($181,000). This 
is due to the fact that the number of daily service hours within the City of Anderson 
jurisdiction will increase anywhere from 11 to 13 hours (or around 300 percent) with the 
implementation of an Anderson Local service. 

•	 The overall study shows that the City of Anderson is getting a "good deal" regarding the 
local funding required for transit service through the RABA JPA. At this point, the best 
course of action for the City of Anderson is to continue to be a member of the RABA JPA 
and continue status quo operations. This minimizes the costs associated with public transit 
that are incurred by the City, and provides the City with an ongoing opportunity to improve 
RABA's overall cost efficiency. 
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APPENDIX A
 

Cost Allocation Method 
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